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Intercultural communication has become an increasingly important topic

for the American business community, and as such, is receiving increased

attention from academicians and business professionals alike. Our world has

become increasingly smaller due to sophisticated modes of transportation,

while the nature of foreign bilateral business negotiation has remained

relatively static. In reality, with the present state of the art in high

speed communication and transportation, the "International Division

Headquarters" of any given company is more apt to he involved in the direct

negotiation process, instead of, or in addition to, the organization's "man in-

*Rio." Business professionals, accordingly, must.be trained in the subtleties

of intercultural communication, if they are to be successful.

We have witnessed the effects of international communication breakdowns,

due to misunderstanding and insensitivity towards new emergent political

developments, in Iran, Libya, and Nicaragua. In Brazil, this insensitivity

has lead to the loss of multilmillion dollar nuclear energy contracts in'favor

of firms from the Federal Republic of Germany.

Ackermann (1976, p. 299) suggested that the "common results of

transcultural misreadings are mistrust, anger, and pulling out of 'sure'

deals--that is, ultimate personal and corporate loss." In addition, Ackermann

argues that companies involved in transcultural contexts may, in some cases,

be sending individuals to negotiate contractg who have no "interests i,

background of, or aptitude for dealing comfortably and effectively-with,

foreign nationals." To support this assertion, Ackermann claims that from 337

to 50% of North American overseas executives return home before the expect

end of their tour. This is confirmed by a recent article abstract in the

International Executive (1980) which indicates that an average 40% attrition
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rate of expatriate eAployees can be anticipated if careful screening is not

done. The figure can be lessened to 24% with a cultural orientation program

of some sort. Moreover, Adams and Kobayashi (1969) indicate that

approximately four-fifths of all foreign business representatives do not

complete their missions in Japan.,

Besides the obvious costs in lost business, tontinual retraining of

replacement personnel, the estimated initial cost to the organization

averages, according to The International Executive (1980, p. 24),

approximately $59,000 in moving one family overseas. Even the conservative

attrition rate of 24% then would cost U.S. and multinational corporations many

millions of dollars annually just for relocations. The obvious questinn

remains, IS ALL OF THIS NECESSARY?

There is no need for argument that the lack of understanding due to

cultural differences can effect the business negotiation process.

Communication itself is at the seat of qCher understanding or

misunderstanding. Rather than speculate as to what type of inter-cultural

training is needed among international business colleagues, a more molecular

approach should be considered. That is, consideration of person-to-person

perception in the communicative context shcrild yield information relative to

appropriate training topics in order to correct emergent problems. It would

be useful to know how the North American business professional initially

"sizes up" the foreign business professional. What criteria for tnese

judgements are used? Likewise, what are the answers to the same questions

from the perspective of the foreign business professional, with respect to

their North American colleagues? We have seen from the experience of others

that different cultures have different priorities in the way business is
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formally conducted, and perceived. Hall and Whyte (1966, p. 568) define one

such situation:

"The head of a large, successful Japanese firm commented:
'you Americans have a terrible weakness. We Japanese know
about it and exploit it every chance we git. You are
impatient. We have learned that if we just make you wait long
enough, you will agree to anything!"

All business organisations attempt to discover the most self advantageous

approach in dealing frith the customer. Unfortunately, sometimes the most

beneficial, practical,. and.logical path in the short-run may lead to the

predictions made by Ackermann, ovee-the long term. This seems to be a lesson

that, we, in North America, still have not learned. The purpose of the

present investigatiol was to determine the perceived intercultural

communication problems and assess their significance in the context of initial

business negotiations. Specifically, this investigation focused on the

perceived communication problems of North American business professionals

(NABP) and Latin American business professionals (LABP) iv their first three

meetings. Latin Americans in this study include those iAdividuals who

permanently reside in Central and South American countries and are of hispanic

cultural backgrounds. North Americans are those perminently reside in the

U.S. or Canada, and who are of non-hispanic cultural backgrounds. "Business

professionals" ate .-individuals, who, as a matter of occupation, are normally

involved in face to face internatimal business negotiations.

This investigation was explorvtory and not hypothesis-testing. A number

of War areas of interest Were considered. They were:

1. Source credibility (i.e., what dimensions of personality are seen as
L.lost desirable in the intercultural business cnunterpatt).

Locus Of :power- (i.e.. during tile negotiation process which group is
perceived as most influential).

3. Competitive ;mature (business equality and aggressiveness).

5



4. Covuminication ancertalaz (i.e., the degree to which individuals feel
sureamigalargs in the negotiation context).

5. Perceived understandini of communication intent.

6. DecialotimatinA style.

7. Perceived apprehension during the encounter:

6. Nonverbal behavioral differences (i.e. gestures, distance used during
discussions, punctualify,7077----

METHODS

SUBJECTS,.

The sample far this study. consists of an overall n of 60, of which 33

were LABPs and 27, NABPs respectively. While the n initially appears small,

it is argued that the target population under study is also quite small, and

that this sample is sufficiently representative of that population for our

purposes.

DEMOGRAPHICS

The subjects were fairly evenly matched in terms of deriographics. That

is, Multiple Chi-Square analysis demonstrated no significant statistical

difference among the following demographic categories: Number of company

employees; number of years in operation; number of years with the present

company; present position with the company; number of years in present

position; education; number of visits to the U.S./Latin America (which ever is

appropriate);.percentage of business involving its American or Latin American

counterpart. It is of interest to note that the NAB, sample (nm,27) 592 were

either company Chief Fxetutive Officers (CFO) or senior vice presidents. This

was true for 422 of the LAB? sample (n -33). Additionally, in terms of
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education, the overall frequencies'indicated that 89.6% of the Vs had at

least a baccalaureate degree, with 31% having an MBA.

DEMOGRAPRIeDIFFERRNCIS

There were three satistically significantly different categories. The

first reflected a significant difference in terms of the number of divisions

in the company eg.2010.02, dfs2, pg..007). It was apparent the the NABP had

significantly smaller companies than the LABP group. The second significant

diffeze-%4 vas found in terms of the activity of the NABP and 1ABP company

2
eitp.14. '2, dflat. p1.005). That is, the NABP company was typicallyinvolved in

some aspect of manufacturing; while the LABP company was involved with finance

or banking activities. The last significant difference in terms of

demographics was in the major responsibility of the respondent X2.10.21,

p.04). This was, of course, related to the actual Vivity of the

company, i.e., marketing, sales, banking, etc.

Overall Analysis of the demographic data suggests that the two samples

are comparable. Individuals from the North American and Latin American

samples seem to exhibit similar personal characteristics. That is,

differences that exist seem:to reflect differences in the companies that the

individuals work for, rather than differences in the people themselves. The

two samples (Ha differ in the.types of coupanies that they work for. It

appears that the size of Latin American companies involved in trade with North

4
America is larger than the size of the typical company in North America that

is doing business in Latin America. 43% of the North American business

reporting had less than one hundred employees. 41% of the Latin American

business had over four hundred employees. 51% of the North Aierican companies

have fewer than four divisions while 452 of the Latin American businesses have
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over eleven divisions. This may suggest that it is much easier for a North

American company, no matter what site, to engage in international trade. The

activities of the companied represented are also different. The Latin

American sample is heavily involved in banking, 38%. The North American

sample, on the other hand, is made up of individuals who categorize themselves

as being involved in "manufacturing". The difference is, no doubt, a result

of the sampling methods employed.

MATERIALS

An instrument was designed to provide an initial communication assessment

analysis of LABP and NABP S's (see appendix B). The instrument contained five

sections dealing with eight communication constructs. Section one asked Ss to

rank order. in terms of importance to a successful business meeting, four

,dimensions of credibility; competence, honesty, composure, and sociability

(see McCroakey and Wbeeless, 1976; Hovland, Janis, and Kelly, 1953).

Section two asked Ss to respond on a five-point agree-disagree continuum

(Strongly Agre!, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree), to each of

eleven statements. Four statements were designed to assess Ss' perception of

the LOCUS OF POWER in the business meeting:

2a. They feel they are in control of the meeting.

2c. They feel obligated to move the meeting along from one
agenda item to the next.

2j. There are substantial differences in how Latin (North)
American business persons conduct meetings.

2k. Generally, my Latin (North) American collegues try to
control the first three meetings.

Reliability was estimated using Coefficient Alpha which proved to he .87 for

this scale. Two statements measured Ss' perceptions of their business
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organization's COMPETITIVE POSTURE in compalson to their intercultural

counterpart:

.2b. Believe they represent a busineqs which is inferior to
itsAmorican (Latin) Counterpart.

2d. They feel their company is equal to yours.

The reliability proved to be .83 for this scale. The DEGREE OF COMMUNICATION

UNCERTAINTY about how the meeting should proceed was gauged by four statements

1
2e, I am bothered that my Latin (North) American counterpart

appears uncertain about how typical American,tiusiness
meetings are conducted.

2f. They appear to be uninterested in getting started with
the business at hand,.

2h. I worry about doing or saying the "wrong" things in the
meeting.

21. My.Latin (North) American colleagues appear in attentive
during the meetings.

Coefficient Alpha was .92 for ale scale. A final statement assessed the

degree of PECEIVED UNDERSTANDING of the counterpart:

2g. There is a greater chance that my intentions will be
misunderstood by Latin (North) American business persons
than by North (Latin) Americans.

The overall reliability estimate combining all scales in section two was .96;

while total instrument reliability was .98.

The perceived "typical" DECISION-MAKING STYLE utilized in the

intercultural counterpart's organization was determined in section three.

Four decision making styles were specified: "top-down", "autonomous?

"lassez-faire", and "democratic" (see Goldhaber, 1974). Additional space was

prov*.ded so .hat the S could specify a decision making style other than those

described.

The foureo section dealt with an overall assessment of PERCEIVED

APPRFHENSION. Each S was asked to compare their perceives level of
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apprehension during a buiaess meeting with respect to the imagined anxiety of

their counterpirt (nee Maroskey, 077).

The fifth section asked Se to respond by noting differences in the

physical comuunication style of their intercultural eounterparr. Moreover, if

differences ere noted, the S was asked to respond if the difference was

bothersome. , The nonverbal behaviors that were assessed in thi3 section wer.t:

kinesics (use of gestures), punctuality, grooming, proxemics (physical

distance during communication), manner of dress, paralinguistic cues (way in

which things are said), and haptics (use of touch).

A sixth section was included that allowed the Ss to make any prose

statements that they wished, regarding the purpose of the study.

While one instrument was designed, two translations were manifest,

Spanish and Standard American English. The Spanish version asks the LABP to

assume they were meeting with a native NABP in the NABP's office. The

Standard American English version asked the NABP to assume that they were

meeting with a native LABP in the LABP's office., In both translated versions,

perceptions are limited to the first three meetings, by instructions placed on

the instrument. The number "three" was selected on the basis of Hall's (1976)

V
suggestion that the Latin American uses the first three meetings to get to

know his business cowaerpart before seriously engaging in trade negotiations.

A seperate demographic profile for each S was included with the

instrument, a copy is found in appendix A.

ASSUMPTIONS ARGUT THE INSTRUMENT

The completed _instrument and demographic sheet wns riven to three

impartial expert reviewers for the purpose of assessing its construct and

content validity. This procedure produced some useful changes which enhanced

10
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the instrument's construct validity. The final instrument was then translated .

into Spanish by professional translatorlinterpretor who was asked to'take

great care in insuring linguistic equivalence of the items. The Spanish

version was then reviewed by several hispanic graduate students, who

separately deemed the translated version to be correct, and not substantiall7

different' from the Standard English version.

PROCEDURES
0

The data were collected in two separate stages. During the first stage,

data were collected from 30 bank executives reptesenting various locations in

Latin AmerIcn. These individuals were attending %advanced business

symposium in Miami. Questionnaires were administered by two bilingual

research assistants who had no knowledge of the hypotheses, but who had

sufficient irformation in order to field possible questions regarding the

completion of the instrument.

she second stage of data collection involved the direct solie.tation of

Ss at the Miami Inrernational Airport. Individuals sitting in the,departure

ateas awaiting flights to Latin America were solicited by bilingual research

assistants, who had no knowledge of the hypotheses, but could field questions

with regard to the completion of the instrument.'

RESULTS

SOURCE CREDIBILITY (Credibility dimensims)

This itea asked each S to rank order the following the four previously

mentioned characteiistics in terms of their importance in evaluating an

intercultural business colleague. Univariste analysis demonstrated no
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significant statistical difference between the way NABFs and LABFe ordered

thew dimensions. It should be pointed out, however, that the LABF tended to

numeriala place "sociable" ahead of "composed"; while the WASP reversed this

order. This is consistent with Hall's (1966, p. 569, observation of the Latin

American):

Apart from his cultural need to "feel right" about a new

relatiopihip, there is the logic of his buoiness system. One

of-the realltd-.of his life is that it is dangerous to enter

info) business with someone over whom yuu have ho more than

formal, legal 'control.' In the pant decades, his legal

system has not always been as firm as ours and he had learned

through experience that he needs the sanctions implicit in the

informal system of friendship.

Individuals from both groups ranked the four concepts included under

source credibility in the same manner: competent, honest, composed, sociable.

The last two concepts are tied fdi third. There in a tendency for the North

American to rank sociable last and for the Latin American to rank the same

concept third. While this tendency is not significant, the results of the

Friedman test suggests that there is a difference present in the ranked

positions, while the Chi-square statistic does not indicate any difference in

the ordered ranking of any concept for the two groups. That is, the two

groups seem to agree an this ordering of the concepts. It is of interest to

some readers that in evaluating another business professional, both groups in

this study seem to value competence over honesty.



ULU; OF POWER (who controls whom during the meeting):

(2a) -They feel they are in command of the meeting-

(2c) -They feel obligated to move the meeting along from one
agenda item to the next-

(2j) -There are substantial differences in how Latin American
and North American business persons conduct meeting -

(2k) -Generally my (North American) (Latin American)
colleagues try to control the first three meetings -

Item (2a) produced no significant differences in responses,Iifith both

groups of Ss squally distributing their responses across the scale.

Item (2C, preiuced a significant Chi-square statistic ele=15.87, df=4,

1pw.005). It appalto Iron the data, that the LABP thinks that the NABP feels

obligated to move the meeting along; while the NABP perceives the LABP as not

feeling this obligation. Item (24 produced ton-significant results. The

data reveal a high degree of agreement that meetings are differentially

conducted. Item (2k) produced significant results C*Z=9.62, df=4, p=.05).

Using the neutral position as a balance point, the LABPs were evenly split

between agreement and disagreement; while the NAM'S clearly disagreed. That

is, the LABPs war's) more likely to have ambivalent feelings as to their

perception of the NABP trying to control the meeting. The NABP, on the other

hand, did not see the LABP as attempting to control the meeting.

Generally, the results of these four items suggest that both North

American and Latin American business persons believe that the North American

business feels more powerful. When asked if their counterpart represented a

company thatt was inferior to theirs, the Latin American tended to disagree

(78.2%); while the North American tended to agree (48%). This would seem to

indicate a partia.ly shared view that the North American organization is

perceived to be superior to the Latin American organization; a finding which

seems strange when we consider that the North American organizations in this
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study were typically smaller than their Latin counterparts. Examination of

the response to this item, by the size of the company represented by the

individual respcndent, does not shed any light on this relationship. It would

be tempting to suggest that the power response is a function of the size of

the company that one represents-- this does not appear to be the case, in this

study however, in as much as correlation between these factors proved to be

non-significant.

The same power response is noted in item (2c). When asked who is

reponsible for moving the meeting along from one agenda item to the next, both

groups indicate that it is the North American. It does not seem to matter

where the meting is taking place. The Latin business professional was

r'sponding in the context of being in the North American office, but the North

American was in the context of the Latin American office.

When asked if the North American and the Latin American companies in a

negotiation were equal, there was no significant difference between the

responses of the two groups. That is, both groups disagreed with this

statement. This seems to reinforce the idea that both groups view the

interactants as unequal with the North American as being the dominant party.

The perceived power in the business situation is again tested in item

(2k). When asked who is in control of business meetings, North Americans

indicate that they are; while many Latin respondents seem to agree. That is,

the general perception seems to he that North Americans are more actively

Involved in "control"-type behavior.

Item (2a) did not reveal any significant differences. This may be due to

the Latins' unwillingness to admit openly that they feel "one-down" but a

different conceptualizaticn is also possible. In the items that ask about

perception of power it is clear that both groups believe that the North

American perceives himself to be more powerful. When the item deals with
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actual power, the result is twite different. It could be that the Latins are

telling us that the North American feels that he is more powerful, but, in

actuality, he is not. Only further research can clarify this relationship.

rOMFElITIVE POSTURE:

(Latin/North Americans)

(2b) -Believe they represent a business which is inferior to
it's intercultural counterpart-

(2d) -They feel their company is equal to yours-

These items seemed to corroborate the responses for Locus of Control just

discussed. Item (2b) produced a statistically significant Chi-square

(%:,17.06, df -4, pi,.001). Unlike the LABP who disagreed and strongly

disagreed that the NABP felt inferior, the NABP was evenly split between

agreement and disagreement as to the LABP's perception of the LABP's company.

In other wolids, the NABP in no way was considered to feel Inferior, but

perceived/the LABP as feeling inferior. Item (2d), was statistically

non-significant, with both groups disagreeing that the other feels fqual. The

direction is that the LABP strongly disagrees with the statement, while the

NABP seems to agree. It appears (tongue in cheek) that the LABP may feel

placed in the "one-down" position when dealing with the NABP.

erMMUNICATION UNCERTAINTY:

(2e) -I am bothered that my (North American) (Latin American)
counterpart appears uncertain about how typical (North
American) (Latin American) business meetings are
conducted-

(2f) -They appear to be uninterested in getting started with
the business at hand-

(2h) -1 worry about doing or saying the "wrong" things in the
meeting-

15
4 11
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(21) -My (North American) (Latin American) colleagues appear
inattentive during the meetings-

These items were designed to measure the degree to which the two groups

felt sure of themselves, in the negotiatiJn context. None of the questions

produced any significant differences; however, responses to items concerning

proper conduct of meetings and interest in conducting business were fairly

similar, with Latin. Americans tending to more strongly eisagree than did North

Americans.

PERCEIVED UNDERSTANDING

Both groups v re in agreement that they were likely to be mutually

misunderstood.

It seems clear that both groups recognize that a problem in communication

exists. This point is further substantiated by the item that asked if

meetings were conducted differently by the two groups. Again, there was

agreement that differences exist. If it is obvious to these parties that

these differences exist, and that the possibility of misunderstanding exists,

it may be that these differences are not mutually recognizable. In other

words, each group may be ignorant of the fact that the other group feels the

same wily.

DECISION MAKING STYLES

Thcrc .:as ro significant difference for this section. Both groupLI had

fairly equivalent responses across the decision - making spectrum.

It was our initial belief that the decision making style of these two

groups would be perceived differently. This was not the case. There was no

significant difference between the two groups. Each group spread its

responses across all categories. Possibly the best explanation of this

16



finding is expressed by one of the subject's free responses to this question,

"It depends on the company and the situation."

PERCEIVED APPREHENSION

This measure asked the individual to compare the degree of nervousness

that they would feel in the first three meetings with the degree of

nervousness that they counterpart would feel. There was no significant

difference between the two groups. North Americans tended to say that they

would be less nervous while Latin Americans tended to say that neither would

be nervous. The response of the NABPs may be the result of their feelings of

greater power in the meeting. The LABPs' response may be a function of their

concept of manhood (machismo), but additional research is needed to accurately

address these iseues.

Moreover, since ve found no significant difference between the two

groups, we wondered if there might he another variable that would explain the

variance of scores. Nervousness scores were examined in terms of the size of

the company one represented, individual experience, number of visits to the

other country, number of meetings a month with representatives from the other

hemisphere, and so on. None of these factors produced a significant result.

This leads us to A trait conceptualization of nervousness. That is, the

resnits here are not in disagreement with the commonly accepted

conceptualization of Communication Apprehension (MeCroskey, 1977).

VONVERBAL BEHAVIORAL DIFFERENCES

USE oF CESTURES. Both groups agreed that gestures were different (612

LABE, 761 NAB?). This indicates that the differences are noticed. But when

asked if the difference bothered them, both groups indicated that it did not.

(Q12 TARP, R42 NAB?).
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PUNCTUALITY. Was described as different and significantly bothering

(p.004) the NABP, but not the LABP. One of the most commonly discussed

differences between NABPs and LABPs is the use of time or chronemics. It is

not surprising that members of both of our sample groups reported that the use

of time was different (80% NABP, 80% LBP). A significant difference did

1).Hitecil

exist between the two groups when asked if the different use of time bored

them. The NABPs overwhelmingly say yes (60%); while the LABPs even more

powerfully say no (80.6%). This finding is curious in several ways. Is this

saying that the NABP is less flexible thin his LABP counterpart? Or is it

that the NABP is more willing to admit that he is bothered?

GROOMING. An interesting result is generated when the subjects are asked

if grooming is different. There Is no difference between the two samples.

Both groups' majority response is that it is not different. However, 40% of

each group indicates that it is different. Even though it is not the major

response, it would be interesting to discover what this 402 is reacting to.

When asked if the difference in'grooming bothered them, the answer was a

nearly unanimous "no" (100% NABP, 96.8% LABP).

PHYSICAL DISTANCE (Proxemics). The use of distance was also

investigated.- The r.sults did not produce any significant differences. An

interesting trend ,oes exist, however. There is a tendency for the NABP to

say that the use of distance is not different (60% not different, 40% is "

different); while the LABP indicates that there is a difference (45% not

different, 55% is different). This difference is not significant, but is

suggestive of further research. We have believed for years that the two

groups used space differently while interacting. Does this finding indicate

that this is not so for individuals involved in international trade? Or is it

the case that they are simply not aware of the differences? It is also



interesting to note that if a difference does exist, the LABP is much more

aware of it than is the NABP counterpart. When asked if the difference in use

of distance bothered these individuals, the answer was strongly "no ".

MANNER OF DRESS. Manner of dress was the next aspect of nonverbal

communication that was examines. Again, there was no difference in the two

groups. Roth groups agreed that dress was not different and that it did not

bother them. It is interesting to note, again, the same split in response on

this item as was observed on the grooming item. 40% of each group indicated

that there was a difference in dress. This is suggestive of further research.

WAY IN WHICH THINGS ARE SAID. No differences were observed, but, both

groups agreed, by only slight majorities, that there was a difference in

language style. This difference did not seem to bother either group.

TOUCHING BEHAVIOR. While no differences were observed, opinion on the

use of touch was strongly divided in both groups. it is interesting to note

that nearly half of each group indicates that touch is used differently while

half says it is not. It is clear that this is an area that could use further

study. Neither group indicated that the use of touch bothered them.

In this section of the study we asked individuals if certain behaviors

were different and the differences bothered them. There are obvious

limitations to this method. We cannot conclude from these findings that the

reported behaviors are indeed different, although we can say that they are

perceived as being different. We can also infer from the second part of this

measure that individuals are cognizant that the differences in some nonverbal

behaviors are bothersome to them. The results of this section must be seen as

somewhat subjective and limited in their interpretability.
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SECTION SIX (Descriptive Prose Additions)

There were two major themes stated by the LABP, the NABP doesn't speak

Spanish and expects the LABP to learn English, and that the NABP wants all the

business...

The major theme for the NARPs is that there was NO DIFFERENCE!

DISCUSSION

Cenerally, from the results we can conclude that there are several

perceptual differences that continue to exist between North American and Latin

American business professionals. These differences involve critical

components of successful interpersonal encounters which when are at variance

can lead to the predictions of Ackermann mentioned earlier.

The results of this study are limited by several factors. It is an

exploratory study employing a "shot gun" approach (i.e. numerous variables ail('

general responses are considered).

This study was intended as a preliminary investigation into the area of

international trade and the Communication behaviors that are of importance to

that endeavor. In that regard the results should be taken as only

preliminary, and tentative.

The present sample may provide a limitation to the results. The authors

were, themselves, surprised at the high percentage of top managment

individuals who were part of the sample, It remains unclear if this biases

the repref;entativzness of the results in any particular way. An interesting

question for furture research is whether or not top management is as

consistently involved in international negotiations, as seers indicated by the

present study.



There are striking differences in some perceptions about communication

concepts between RASPS and LAN's. There are also some striking similarities.

Mesibera of both groups are very aware that there is a Brea: possibility of

being misunderstood by the other group.

Perhaps the best summary of the positions of the two groups can be found

in their own words. In the free response section, the typical Latin American

response is summarized by one subject, "The way they (North Americans)

perceive Latin Americans is different. The major problem is that they do not

understand the real situation of Latin America and it is very difficult to

explain it to them, i.e., high interest charges, inflarion, political

relations. etc." "All they want to gain is 100% profit." On the other hand,

the typical North American comment can be summarized by a respondent %ith

twenty-three years experience, "There are not substantial major or serious

problems in the communication between Latin and'North American businessmen."

It appears from the overall results of the study, that there is a bit of

disagreement on that point.
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..11 Appendix AI

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ABOUT YOURSELF AND YaUR COMPANY:

1. About how many employees does you company have?

2. How many divisions or departments does your company have?-

3. How many years has your company been in operation?

4. What is the major activity of your company?

5. How many years have you been with this company?

6. What is your present position?

7. What are your etjor responsibilities?

8. How long have you held yotir present position?

9. What is your educational background?

10. How many times have you visited Lath, Ametica,

11. What percentage of your company's total business is carried on with Latin

American concerns?

12. On the average, how many business meetings do you have, in a typical

month, with Latin American business professionals?

13. What percentage of your job is concerned with North American business?


